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For over 100 years, researchers from various disciplines have been enthralled
and occupied by the study of number words. This article discusses impli-
cations for the study of deep history and human evolution that arise from
this body of work. Phylogenetic modelling shows that low-limit number
words are preserved across thousands of years, a pattern consistently
observed in several language families. Cross-linguistic frequencies of use
and experimental studies also point to widespread homogeneity in the use
of number words. Yet linguistic typology and field documentation reports
caution against positing a privileged linguistic category for number words,
showing a wealth of variation in how number words are encoded across
theworld. In contrast with low-limit numbers, the higher numbers are charac-
terized by a rapid and morphologically consistent pattern of expansion, and
behave like grammatical phrasal units, following language-internal rules.
Taken together, the evidence suggests that numbers are at the cross-roads of
language history. For languages that do have productive and consistent
number systems, numerals one to five are among the most reliable available
linguistic fossils of deep history, defying change yet still bearing the marks
of the past, while higher numbers emerge as innovative tools looking to the
future, derived using language-internal patterns and created to meet the
needs of modern speakers.

This article is part of the theme issue ‘Reconstructing prehistoric languages’.
‘Numberland is a remarkable place. I would recommend a visit.’
[1, p. 11]
1. Why numbers?
As cultural objects go, numbers occupy a niche of their own; some can be surrepti-
tious andveiledunderacloakof superstition, forexample, the associationof number
13 with bad luck in American culture, the link between number 4 and death in
Chinese culture [2], the avoidance of counting people by numbers in Jewish ortho-
doxy on account of its bad omen [1]. Ongoing research of number words across
languages paints a landscape of contrasts ([3–5] inter alia). On the one hand, we
observe extreme variation in the different types of systems that various cultures
use (or not!) to refer to quantities [6], and on the other hand, there is remarkable
agreement and stability across speakers and timewith regard to systems of counting
once these are established, particularly for low-limit numbers [7]. So, what can
number words tell us about our linguistic prehistory and human evolution?
2. The world of numbers—variation at every step, especially
in restricted number systems

For more languages than previously assumed, either number words are vir-
tually non-existent, or else they do not designate exact quantities [8, p. 414].
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The most cited examples of restricted number systems come
from twoAmazonian languages: Pirahã, which lacks numbers
beyond 1 and 2 and whose number words are not used
consistently [9,10], and Mundurukú, which has number
words for 1 to 4, butwhich only uses the first three consistently
[11, p. 8]. Somewhat arbitrarily but not unusually,Mundurukú
uses fat, arms and parents to represent two, three and four,
respectively [12]. Number systems based on body parts are
not uncommon and can also be found in NewGuinea, as illus-
trated from the Oksapmin and Yupno languages, among
others [13,14].

TheAmazon is by nomeans the only placewith innumerate
or restricted number systems; others include Australia ([15],
cited in [16, p. 260], [17]), and Papua New Guinea [6]. Low-
limit numbers typically comprise unanalysable atoms that orig-
inate from different means of subsistence, such as hunting,
farming, fishing, or from physical objects observed in the
environment. For instance, some dialects of Hup, spoken in
the Vaupés River use variants of kəwə^g-ʔap meaning ‘eye-
quantity’ for two (presumably because eyes come as a pair;
this also holds for an unrelated language, Karitiana (D. L. Ever-
ett 2021, personal communication) and variants ofmɔ´t-wɨg-ʔap
meaning ‘rubber-tree seed quantity’ for three [16, p. 267]. Sys-
tems such as the Hup counting system illustrate how
languages change and rework their representations of
number. Studying these languages allowsus to ‘read the history
of a [number] system, just like the history of an old building,
from the contrasting style of its pieces, from the foundations
up’ [18, p. 83]. Yet caution needs to be exercised in this ‘reading’
because foundations can occasionally be renovated beyond rec-
ognition. In some languages spoken in New Guinea, decimal
number systems used for higher numbers were eventually
replaced by quinary or body-counting systems [19, p. 215]. In
other words, languages can go in either direction, changing
from simpler to more sophisticated systems but also from
more sophisticated to simpler ones.

Number systems of the world’s languages do not only
show a contrast between highly restricted and almost infi-
nitely productive systems. Typological inquiries reveal
numerous peculiarities and a tangled mix of coexisting
number-forming patterns for varying quantities as numbers
get larger. Thus, variation in number word patterns is not
merely a foible of languages with few number words;
variation can be found at every step.

Some languages have multiple counting systems that
coexist side by side, depending on what is being counted.
In the Austronesian language of Takuu, different number
words are used to count humans (4 = takahaa), fish (4 = haa),
canoes (4 = tauvakahaa), length of rope or wood (4 = lohahaaa),
money (4 = ha) and coconuts or stones (4 = ruaoa) [20]. In fact,
the system is even more complex, because money terms are
counted in units of 10 cents, and coconuts and stones are
counted in units of two up to quantities of 10, beyond
which individual items can be counted (say, 11 coconuts).
These counting words combine the numeral proper with a
numeral classifier, and Takuu is by no means alone in
using such a system (see [21] for further examples). Seen
with European eyes, wherein higher-number words can be
used universally to count any object, be it fish, humans or
coconuts, it might be tempting to regard such object specificity
found in languages like Takuu as inefficient and primitive,
betraying a less sophisticated understanding of number con-
cepts. However, this evaluation misses the important
advantage that classifier systems provide (see [19,22] and a
discussion of the early accounts of Māori counting system in
[23]). Numeral classifier systems are devised in order to
‘count’ the entities that speakers need counted, according to
the cultural niche of their specific environment. A trade-off
is made in favour of shorter number words, which facilitate
arithmetic operations of those particular objects that are
counted frequently, with the burden being shifted to remem-
bering a higher number of distinct (number) words.

Then there are also languages that employ multiple strat-
egies for expressing different quantities. Haruai (New
Guinea) has three different coexisting counting systems: the
old indigenous system, a body part system that draws on
Kobon (a geographically close language) and the Tok Pisin
system [24]. The Hup language Dâw uses unrelated atoms
for numbers 1–5 (though unusual for their semantic transpar-
ency, as illustrated earlier) and switches to a tally system
based on body parts for numbers 5–20, and to a third
system for higher numbers, borrowed from Portuguese [16,
pp. 270–271]. In the Indo-European languages Czech, Faroese
and Bokmål, two alternative word orders are available for
numbers higher than 20, such that both 20 + 3 and 3 + 20
are possible, as was also the case in Latin [2].

Restricted number systems, numeral classifiers and systems
with multiple strategies for forming number words corroborate
the view that a language is a tool embedded within a cultural
context and an environmental niche, constantly evolving to
better serve the needs of the speakers using it [3].

3. Our numerical past—where number systems
are predictable and consistent, low-number
words are old

One pattern that appears to hold mostly unchallenged
(dialects of Hup notwithstanding) is the representation of
low-limit number words by means of unanalysable atoms.
For languages that do have them, the history of such low-
limit number words is astonishingly deep. Indo-European,
Bantu, Austronesian and Pama-Nyungan languages have all
been shown to preserve cognate forms of low-number words
that have stubbornly lingered around for tens of thousands
of years of linguistic evolution [7,17].

Lexical replacement rates vary enormously among words
and among languages. In words that linguists believe to be
the least rapidly changing within a given language, namely
words that designate basic vocabulary terms, like foot, green,
man, dirty, husband, wife, mother, and including numbers one
through to five—a collection of words termed the Swadesh
List (named after Morris Swadesh, who formulated various
such lists)—rates of lexical replacement can still vary between
word-forms as much as 100-fold [7, p. 8]. But number words
stand out as being among the most conservatively preserved
word-forms even in such basic vocabulary lists [7]. Remark-
ably, in the Indo-European language family, a single cognate
set can be traced throughout its entire history, indicating aston-
ishing agreement across speakers and time [7]. Put another
way, speakers of Indo-European languages have preserved
ancestral forms for low-limit numbers with extreme fidelity
over thousands of years of language change.

Low-limit numbers are acquired early in life, reminiscent
of Ernst Haeckel’s nineteenth century catch phrase ontogeny
recapitulates phylogeny (the acquisition process mirrors the
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evolutionary development process). Number space mapping
experiments with US-American and Mundurukú adults and
children show that despite linguistic differences in their avail-
able lexical resources for expressing numbers (Mundurukú
only has numbers equivalent to one through to four, see [25]),
all participants can place smaller numbers in a number
space more or less accurately (when being asked to place
dots of varying quantities onto a computer screen after being
presented with a set-up of one dot to the left and, say, ten
dots to the right). However, both the US-American and
Mundurukú groups become less accurate as the numbers get
larger [26, p. 1217]. These findings support Weber’s Law,
whereby ‘increasingly larger quantities are represented with
proportionally greater imprecision, compatible with a logarith-
mic internal representation with fixed noise’ [26]. Where the
English-speaking and Mundurukú participants differ is
the quantity of dots at which logarithmic representations
kick in: earlier for the Mundurukú participants (the effect
was observed for both children and adults). Interestingly, the
two sets of participants perform more similarly to each other
when the Mundurukú use Portuguese number words, expos-
ing the importance of the context of use in the construal of
number words. Language is by no means a linguistic prison,
but it does tend to send us down the well-beaten path.

Corpus frequencies of number-word use also point to
high rates of agreement between Indo-European languages
for numbers 1–10, as well as for higher decimal numbers
(10, 20, 30 and so on) and 100s and 1000s [27,28]. Smaller
numbers are used most frequently, with a linear decrease in
frequency observed for higher numbers, though there are
small peaks among the higher numbers, at 10, 12, 15, 20, 50
and 100 [27]. That said, the high frequency of use of low-
limit numbers is still not sufficiently high to explain the
deep history observed for these forms [7].

In a recent study, Pagel et al. [29] modelled the frequency
distributions of various answers extracted in priming exper-
iments of American English, included in the LAMSAS [30]
and LAGS [31] datasets. The results confirm that number
words are under high amounts of positive frequency-depen-
dent selection, having extremely few variants and incredible
rates of agreement among speakers.While, for some concepts,
American English speakers provided a variety of different
answers, for example, in some cases, answers included as
many as ten different near-synonyms ( parlour, living-room,
sitting-room, setting-room, front room, drawing room, hall, library,
den, big room and others), for number words, answers tended
to concentrate on one highly dominating variant. As an
evolutionary mechanism, the positive frequency-dependent
selection is neither concerned with inherent linguistic proper-
ties (of the sort, short words are preferred), nor explained in
terms of matching frequencies of use (of the type, use
the same proportional frequencies of word-form X as others
do). Instead, positive frequency dependence selection
denotes a bias that makes speakers disproportionally likely
to use a word (say the number two) that most other speakers
use. This bias grants an increasing advantage to those forms
that are used productively and provides a mechanism
to explain how a shared vocabulary can spontaneously self-
organize and then be maintained for centuries or even
millennia, despite new words continually entering the lexi-
con. The fact that frequency distribution curves of number
words are best captured by positive frequency dependence
selection suggests that there is more going on than just
adapted linguistic form and social pressures to conform
to speaking norms.

4. Number words—not a privileged category
All the evidence thus shows that low-limit numbers in
languages that have productive higher numbers behave in a
stable, uniform manner across large time scales and varied
speaker populations. The question is, why are these low-
limit numbers so resistant to change? A highly plausible
hypothesis comes from the lack of variation in the system
[7]. Owing to their concrete and specific meanings [32], there
is less room for near-synonyms to develop and even when
they do, these remain context-restricted and low in frequency
(compare twelve with dozen), leading to fixation. This is
precisely what was observed of the LAMSAS and LAGS
American English data [31]. The findings also support a
more general law of semantic change, the Law of Innovation,
proposed by Hamilton et al. [33], which contends that polyse-
mous words tend to change their meanings faster, showing
Social Conformist Bias effects in language change. Yet, it is
still unclear what keeps the variation among number words
so low; why do we entertain various words for parlour but
only one for three?

Could it be that number words constitute a privileged
category unlike all other linguistic categories? Given that
children learn number words sooner than we might predict
based on the general frequency of use of number words in a
given language, one suggestion could be that our brains may
be innately predisposed to number words and ‘number
cognition’ [7, p. 5].

However, taking typological variation seriously, especially
in non-industrialized societies, the evidence is stacking
against the idea that numbers and numerosity may be con-
ceptualized in a one-dimensional line [14,34] and against
number cognition as an innate capacity [8]. Núñez allows a
(weaker) predisposition towards quantical cognition [8]. His
notion of quantical capacity refers to ‘biologically endowed
abilities for perceiving and discriminating quantities’ [8,
p. 421], which can then lead to an explicit encoding of (more
or less) exact numerical quantities, should the cultural and
environmental context encourage it. Crucially, while such
abilities can lead to this explicit coding, they need not do so.
Following on from Núñez, Everett [35] checks whether
languages privilege quantical concepts, for example, singular
versus plural distinctions are highly common cross-linguisti-
cally, but dual and especially trial and paucal systems,
though possible, are extremely rare. Backing Nuñez, Everett
arrives at the conclusion that number concepts are not privi-
leged, in other words, that ‘there is no neat relationship
between some blueprint of our cerebral architecture and the
edifice of numerical language constructed in a given culture’
[35, p. 13].

Further support for this conclusion comes from a clinical
study which shows that it is possible for aphasia patients to
lose their ability to use number words without losing other
parts of the language system [36]. Typology also shows that
it is similarly possible for a language to lose number words
once acquired, for instance the ancestral number 4 seems
to have been lost in some languages of the Australian
Pama-Nyungan family [37, pp. 5–6].

One characteristic that sets the Pama-Nyungan languages
apart from the Indo-European ones with regard to number
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systems is the fact that the former language family has pri-
marily languages with a restricted number system. So it
appears that both higher numbers behave differently from
low numbers, and languages with productive and consistent
higher numbers tend to behave differently from those with
restricted systems. As we progress from smaller quantities
towards larger quantities, the morphological patterns
observed become more regular and transparent, with an ele-
gant pattern capturing this development: ‘the degree of
morphological fusion varies inversely with the size of the
numerical value’ [38, p. 281].

Neatly, the regularities spill beyond number-formation
processes themselves and into the wider language system.
For most Indo-European languages, building higher numbers
and extending number words to denote larger quantities
involves following (existing) language-internal rules. Thus,
excluding the lower numbers (1–9), which are encoded by
unanalysable atoms, and the running numbers (11–19),
given their considerable variation, for the remaining higher
numbers, stable morphological patterns can be detected
where the base (10s, 20s, 30s, 40s) is combined with the atom
(3 in 23, 5 in 55) in a head-dependent manner, in accordance
with patterns involving nominal and clausal word orders
[2]. That is, morphological word-formation process ties in
with syntactic constraints. These patterns suggest that
number words are at the cross-roads between lexical content
and grammar (as also remarked by [5]). While exciting for
the understanding of number words themselves, the findings
render higher numbers unsuitable avenues for examining
deep history.
5. Conclusion
The history of ideas and insights gained about number words
is too long to be aptly and faithfully captured in a few pages.
However, some important implications for the study of our
prehistory can be gleaned in this space. Current work suggests
that we are only born with a quantical capacity, not a numeri-
cal one [8,14,35,39]. Number concepts do not occupy a
privileged position in our linguistic systems and, at the same
time, we cannot consider the vast variation observed in the
representation of number systems around the world from a
completely unbiased position—indeed ‘culture is not only ‘out
there’’ [3, p. 457]), we are all immersed in one culture or
another. Number words are cultural inventions whose very
existence depends on the cultural needs of the speakers who
would use them. However, words for small numbers—
where present—can inform our understanding of deep history,
as they appear to be reliable and stable markers of our linguis-
tic past, particularly, in the case of those languages that exhibit
a productive and consistent array of higher-number words
[7,31]. While the higher-number words are themselves
not useful means for probing our deep linguistic history,
the lower numbers in such languages are. Ultimately, like
the rest of our language system, number words constitute a
tool that is heavily dependent upon the cultural context of
the speakers whose language they inhabit, on the value that
such speakers attach to them, and on the quantic needs
that they have—and a tool that will undoubtedly continue to
fascinate and inform much future research.
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